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Section I 
  



Introduction 

 

As one of several tax lawyers addressing in-house professionals, I heard another 
lawyer declare over and over again that she “wants to litigate (whatever happened 
to be the topic of the moment)”.  Her enthusiasm for litigation was evident.  But, 
I thought, who is going to pay for all of this fighting?  And, if I was a company 
tax director, is this the attitude I would want from my representative?  More 
pointedly, I would wonder whether all of this shoot ‘em up litigation in my best 
interests or hers? 

 
That experience was a catalyst for my Bureau of National Affairs article 
“Nonlitigated Resolutions of Multistate Tax Disputes”, included here as Section 
VI.  Another all-too-common experience involves experts in federal taxation 
taking responsibility for issue-spotting subnational tax issues.  Those experiences 
were  a catalyst for my Tax Notes Federal article “Unkown Unknowns”, included 
here as Section IV.   

 
This booklet is based on three-decades of professional experience.  But this is not 
a technical volume. Rather, substantive issues of state tax practice are developed 
only to the extent necessary to demonstrate principles of client-first 
representation.  Anyone desiring in-depth analyses of tax presence, income 
taxation, sales/use taxation, advising foreign businesses, etc. is invited to review 
the many pieces available at www.349east.com.    

 

    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section II 
  



Reprinted from ax Notes ,  p.
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EFGH�IJKL�LJMH�KNJOMG�PQMHGMK�RSGH
LSGT�UGOV�RWLS�LSG�XQYGMHIGHLZ[

\]JKLWPG�̂VWYGM�_GHUGVV�̀QVIGK�]MZa

bQIG�TGOMK�OcQd�e�OKKWKLGU�O�PVWGHLfK�
OPPQJHLOHLK�WH�LSG�gMGgOMOLWQH�Qh�O�KLOLG�LOi�hWVWHcZ�
jSG�gMQkVGIl�O�EcQLPSO[�NJGKLWQH�QH�O�MGNJWMGU�
hQMIZ�mHOVTKWK�UGIQHKLMOLGU�LSOL�LSG�NJGKLWQH�
SOU�HQ�kOKWK�WH�LSG�nJMWKUWPLWQHfK�VOR�HQM�ROK�WL�
nJKLWhWGU�JHUGM�LSG�OUIWHWKLMOLWYG�kQUTfK�GHOkVWHc�
OJLSQMWLTZ�oJL�LSGMG�WL�ROKZ
jSWK�ROK�HGWLSGM�LSG�hWMKL�HQM�LSG�VOKL�LWIG�LSOL�

e�SOYG�GHPQJHLGMGU�KJPS�OH�WKKJGZ�̂LSGM�GiOIgVGK�
pOIQHc�NJWLG�O�hGRq�WHPVJUG�UGgOMLIGHL�Qh�
MGYGHJG�kJVVGLWHK�pQM�JHgJkVWKSGU�WHLGMHOV�
cJWUOHPGq�gJMgQMLWHc�LQ�UGKPMWkG�O�kWHUWHc�

WHLGMgMGLOLWQH�Qh�LSG�VOR�QM�gMGKPMWkG�OH�
OUIWHWKLMOLWYG�gQVWPT�RWLSQJL�PQIgVTWHc�RWLS�LSG�
nJMWKUWPLWQHfK�mUIWHWKLMOLWYG�rMQPGUJMGK�mPLs�
GMMOHL�hQMI�WHKLMJPLWQHK�LSOL�OMG�JHKJggQMLGU�kT�
QM�OPLJOVVT�PQHhVWPL�RWLS�KLOLG�VORs�OHU�hVORGU�
OJUWL�HQLWPGK�HOIWHc�OHQLSGM�kJKWHGKK�GYGH�OK�LSG�
nJMWKUWPLWQHfK�MGgMGKGHLOLWYGK�gMGKKJMGU�IT�PVWGHL�
UGIOHUWHc�O�EMGKgQHKG[�kGhQMG�O�KLOLJLG�Qh�
VWIWLOLWQHK�PVQKGKZ
jSWK�VWKLWHc�Qh�QPPJMMGHPGK�WK�HQL�GiSOJKLWYGZ�

tGYGMLSGVGKKd�O�PQIIQH�LSMGOU�WK�RSOL�LQ�OUYWKG�
O�VORuOkWUWHc�LOigOTGM�PQHhMQHLWHc�O�LOi�
PQIgVWOHPG�QM�LOi�gVOHHWHc�WKKJG�PMGOLGU�kT�OH�
OUIWHWKLMOLWYG�OPLWQH�LSOL�UQGK�HQL�hQVVQR�LSG�
nJMWKUWPLWQHfK�VORKZ�jSG�JkWNJWLT�OHU�gQRGM�Qh�LSG�
OUIWHWKLMOLWYG�KLOLG�IGOHK�LSOL�LSWK�WKKJG�GiLGHUK�
hOM�kGTQHU�KJkHOLWQHOV�LOiOLWQH�LQ�LSG�IOHT�OMGOK�
Qh�VWhG�OUIWHWKLGMGU�kT�OcGHPWGK�Qh�LSG�hGUGMOV�OHU�
KJkHOLWQHOV�cQYGMHIGHLKZ
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xQM�IJVLWKLOLG�LOi�gMOPLWLWQHGMKd�PQHKWUGMOLWQH�
Qh�MGVGYOHL�yZbZ�bJgMGIG�zQJML�UGPWKWQHK�WK�OH�
OggMQgMWOLG�KLOMLWHc�gQWHL�hQM�JHUGMKLOHUWHc�SQR�
LQ�MGKgQHU�LQ�cQYGMHIGHLOV�QYGMMGOPSZ�xQMLJHOLGVTd�
QHG�HGGU�HQL�VQQ{�hOMd�OK�WH�|}|a�LSG�zQJML�PVGOMVT�
GigMGKKGU�WLK�YWGR�Qh�LSOL�cQYGMHIGHL�PQHUJPLZ|

~����������WHYQVYGU�LSG�hGUGMOV�cQYGMHIGHLfK�
HQLWPG�gMOPLWPGK�MGVOLWHc�LQ�LSG�MGIQYOV�Qh�
HQHgGMIOHGHL�MGKWUGHL�OVWGHK�hMQI�LSG�yHWLGU�
bLOLGKZ�yHUGM�hGUGMOV�VORd�O�HQHgGMIOHGHL�
MGKWUGHL�OVWGH�IOT�kG�GVWcWkVG�hQM�MGVWGh�hMQI�
MGIQYOV�JgQH�UGIQHKLMOLWHc�PQHLWHJQJK�
gMGKGHPG�WH�LSG�yHWLGU�bLOLGK�hQM�OL�VGOKL�a}�TGOMKZ�
Q̀RGYGMd�LSG�gGMWQU�Qh�PQHLWHJQJK�gMGKGHPG�WK�
EUGGIGU�LQ�GHU�Z�Z�Z�RSGH�LSG�OVWGH�WK�KGMYGU�O�

�OYWU�yMW�oGH�
zOMIGV�WK�LSG�gMWHPWgOV�
Qh������OKL�FJVLWKLOLG�
jOi�rVOHHWHc���z�
pRRRZ���GOKLZPQIqZ�
rMGYWQJKVTd�SG�ROK�LSG�
gOMLHGM�WH�PSOMcG�Qh�
KLOLG�OHU�VQPOV�LOiOLWQH�
OL�LRQ�WHLGMHOLWQHOV�VOR�
hWMIK�OHU�ROK�LSG�PSOWM�
Qh�LSG�mIGMWPOH�oOM�
mKKQPWOLWQH�bLOLG�jOi�
zQIIWLLGGfK�eHPQIG�
OHU�xMOHPSWKG�jOiGK�

������������������������������������������bJkPQIIWLLGGZ

eH�LSWK�OMLWPVGd�oGH�zOMIGV�PQHLWHJGK�LSG�
LSGIG�Qh�KGG{WHc�HQHuVWLWcOLGU�MGKQVJLWQHK�LQ�
LOi�UWKgJLGKd�O�KJknGPL�LSOL�SG�SOK�OUUMGKKGU�WH�
LRQ�gMGYWQJKVT�gJkVWKSGU�gWGPGKZ

zQgTMWcSL�|}|���OYWU�yMW�oGH�zOMIGVZ
mVV�MWcSLK�MGKGMYGUZ
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Tax Planning Catastrophes

by David Uri Ben Carmel

“Happy families are all alike; each unhappy 
family is unhappy in its own way.”

— Leo Tolstoy, Anna Karenina

Tax planning has much in common with 
Tolstoy’s observation, albeit not quite so extreme 
in its possibilities. That is, there is more than one 
way to plan a structure or transaction well. And 
there are some problems that regularly occur 
when planning does not go well. Two recent 
decisions provide insights into some ways that 
planning does not go well.

In Greenetrack,1 tax planning blew up 
spectacularly: The court held that taxpayer owed 
$76 million in use taxes, uncollected sales taxes, 
and interest for 2004-2008 — with any 

assessments for 2009 and later periods not a part 
of this dispute. Apparently, penalties were not 
assessed for 2004-2008 even though the planning 
caused the state supreme court to describe the 
taxpayer as making a “willful attempt to 
circumvent the law,” having an “adherence to a 
legal position that was always dubious,”2 
making “a transparent attempt to evade” 
restrictions in the law, and using a “contrived fee 
structure.”3

In Greenetrack, a 1975 state law (racing act) 
permitted a county racing commission to license 
pari-mutuel betting within the county on live 
and simulcast dog and horse races. Since 1995, 
the taxpayer has been the sole licensee in its 
county. Under its license, the taxpayer was 
subject to fees and a 4 percent tax on a pari-
mutuel betting base amount. Those fees and tax 
were “in lieu of all otherwise applicable license, 
excise, and occupation taxes to the state of 
Alabama, or any county, city, or other political 
subdivision thereof.”4 The most important of 
these otherwise applicable taxes were sales taxes 
on its admission fees and use taxes on its 
purchases.

Separately, a 2003 state law — the Nonprofit 
Bingo Act — permitted nonprofit organizations 
in the county to operate bingo games. The 
taxpayer was ineligible to operate legal bingo 
games because it was not a nonprofit 
organization. The taxpayer was undeterred and 
made arrangements with schools, school clubs 
(for example, math teams, band booster clubs, 
Future Homemakers of America), and other 
organizations under which the school or club 
would “operate” a day of bingo at the taxpayer’s 
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state and local taxation 
at two international law 
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recent state decisions — one from Alabama and 
one from Washington — in which tax planning 
did not go well.

Copyright 2022 David Uri Ben Carmel.
All rights reserved.

1
Alabama Department of Revenue v. Greenetrack Inc., No. 1200841, slip 

op. (Ala. Sup. Ct. June 30, 2022).

2
Id. at 32.

3
Id. at 43.

4
Ala. Code section 45-32-150.15.
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facility in exchange for a license fee of 
approximately $5,000. The taxpayer actually 
operated the games and “leased” its facility, 
employees, and equipment to the organization 
for the entirety of the gross receipts remaining 
after the approximately $5,000 payment. The 
taxpayer struck gold: In 2007 alone, it netted 
nearly $69 million on electronic bingo, while 
paying the nonprofit organizations some $1.77 
million.

The taxpayer maintained that the racing act 
exempted its purchases of bingo equipment 
from use tax, and that because the bingo games 
were operated by the nonprofit organizations, 
the state’s sales tax on amusements did not 
apply. The state supreme court’s answers to 
those contentions were: (i) no, and (ii) no.

Regarding the use tax exemption argument, 
the court concluded that the exemption was 
limited to taxable items needed to operate the 
racing pari-mutuel gambling function. The 
court rejected the taxpayer’s argument that the 
racing act’s “in lieu of” exemption applied to the 
taxpayer as an entity, so that no use tax would be 
due on any of its activities. The court stated: 
“When we view section 45-32-150.15 in light of 
the rest of the act of which it is a part, the 
untenability of Greenetrack’s reading becomes 
clear. From beginning to end, the racing act is 
concerned with one thing: pari-mutuel 
wagering on dog racing in Greene County.”5

The court further stated that:

Greenetrack’s understanding of the 
exemption would lead to an absurd and 
unjust result. Under Greenetrack’s 
theory, any business that secured a racing 
license from the Commission — a 
grocery store, a car dealership, a 
Walmart store — would be exempt from 
any and all license, excise, and 
occupational taxes except a modest 
license fee, a 4 percent tax on the handle, 
and a small tax on admissions to its 
racetrack.6

Thereafter, the taxpayer argued that the 
court’s use tax holding should have effect 
prospectively only. The court applied a three-
factor test7 and used sharp language in rejecting 
the taxpayer’s request, writing: “Greenetrack’s 
bingo operations clearly evince a willful attempt 
to circumvent the law. The inequity of 
rewarding Greenetrack for its adherence to a 
legal position that was always dubious at best 
would far exceed any unfairness in requiring it 
to pay taxes the Department rightly assessed.”8

The court then moved from the use tax issue 
to the question whether Greenetrack’s gross 
receipts from its bingo operations were subject 
to sales tax. Unfortunately for the taxpayer, in 
the proceedings below it made a blanket denial 
that the taxes were owed but did not introduce 
any evidence supporting its position. Instead, 
the taxpayer asserted that it could wait to 
present that evidence. The court rejected this 
position: “Put simply, Greenetrack’s view that it 
could wait to make an argument addressing [the 
Nonprofit Bingo Act exemption] is mistaken.”9

This sealed Greenetrack’s fate. The court 
stated that:

As a for-profit corporation, Greenetrack 
had no way to operate legal bingo games 
under [the Nonprofit Bingo Act]. The 
“lease” system between it and the 
nonprofit organizations was a 
transparent attempt to evade that 
restraint. For the low cost of $4,850 a day, 
Greenetrack was able to use the 
nonprofit organizations’ licenses as a fig 

5
Greenetrack, slip op. at 23.

6
Id. at 27 (emphasis in original).

7
The three-factor retroactivity test was from the Alabama Supreme 

Court decision in McCullar v. Universal Underwriters Life, 687 So. 2d 156, 
165 (1996):

First, the decision to be applied nonretroactively must establish a 
new principle of law, either by overruling clear past precedent on 
which litigants may have relied . . . or by deciding an issue of first 
impression whose resolution was not clearly foreshadowed. 
Second, it has been stressed that “we must weigh the merits and 
demerits in each case by looking to the prior history of the rule in 
question, its purpose and effect, and whether retrospective 
operation will further or retard its operation.” Finally, we have 
weighed the inequity imposed by retroactive application, for 
“where a decision of this Court could produce substantial 
inequitable results if applied retroactively, there is ample basis in 
our cases for avoiding the ‘injustice or hardship’ by a holding of 
nonretroactivity.” [Quoting Chevron Oil Co. v. Huson, 404 U.S. 97, 
106-107 (1971) (internal citations omitted).].

8
Id. at 32.

9
Id. at 38.
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leaf for its own illegal — but extremely 
profitable — bingo activities.10

Finally, the court concluded that winnings 
that were not converted into cash by bingo players 
but simply retained as credits and used for 
continued playing were fully includable in the 
taxpayer’s taxable receipts.11

Case observations:

1. The decision highlights the differing 
risks attendant to specific taxes. Here, the 
taxpayer sought to extend a use tax 
exemption from one activity to all its 
activities. The rejection of that attempt 
seems merely to have delayed the 
imposition of use taxes that otherwise 
would have been due. Apart from interest 
charges, there appears to have been no 
financial downside to the attempt. In 
contrast, in attempting to qualify under 
the Nonprofit Bingo Act, the taxpayer 
apparently could find no justification for 
collecting from its customers Alabama’s 4 
percent sales tax on amusements. As 
demonstrated here, sales tax planning can 
carry a great risk; namely, the possibility 
that the business will be required to pay 
taxes that it could have but did not collect 
from its customers. Interest charges on an 
assessment (almost always non-waivable) 
add insult to that injury, and in 
circumstances involving a large shortfall 
in remittances, penalties generally will be 
imposed.

2. As bad as this decision is for the 
taxpayer, matters could have been worse. 
First, it is not clear why penalties were not 
imposed. While this is not the place for a 
detailed analysis of Alabama’s array of 
sales and use tax penalties (which can be 
as high as 50 percent of the unpaid tax), it 
is an opportune time to caution advisers 
and businesses that state departments of 
revenue regularly impose penalties in far 
less egregious circumstances (see below). 

Second, it is possible that the taxpayer’s 
ultimate objective was simply to generate 
revenue from bingo rather than 
attempting to plan for taxes. One suspects 
that the Alabama attorney general’s office 
must have already considered whether to 
seek disgorgement of the taxpayer’s entire 
receipts (net of justifiable expenses) from 
the illegal bingo operation. If not, the 
supreme court’s strong language might 
suggest this consideration to the attorney 
general’s office.

An entirely different scenario is presented in 
Jenson Online,12 a Washington Board of Tax 
Appeals decision that involved four businesses 
participating in Fulfillment by Amazon and 
Merchants@Amazon programs. These programs 
are used by small vendors seeking to access 
remote markets nationwide through Amazon’s 
platform.

At issue for the businesses were sales, use, and 
business and occupation taxes from periods 
within 2010 through 2018 — during which the 
Quill13 physical presence test was effective. As 
such, a vendor without a physical presence in a 
state could not be required to collect the state’s use 
taxes.14

Each of the businesses provided inventory to 
Amazon, and it appears that inventory belonging 
to each was at some point stored by Amazon in its 
Washington warehouses. For each taxpayer there 
is a line in the decision to the effect that “The 
Department obtained copies of (the business’s) 
Amazon Inventory Event Detail Reports.”15 The 
decision does not disclose the source of any of 
these reports. Nor does it disclose the volume, 
value of, duration, or frequency with which the 
businesses’ inventory was in Washington, 
information essential to understanding the extent 

10
Id. at 43.

11
A contrary Alabama DOR ruling, issued three years after the last of 

the periods at issue, was not binding on the court, and the court 
expressly disagreed with its analysis. Id. at 50.

12
Jenson Online Inc., S&F Corp., Blue Bargain Inc., Orthotic Shop Inc v. 

State of Washington Department of Revenue, Wash. Board of Tax Appeals, 
Dkt. Nos. 19-033, 19-063, 19-066, and 20-136 (Mar. 30, 2022).

13
Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 U.S. 298 (1992).

14
The physical presence requirement was changed by South Dakota v. 

Wayfair Inc., 138 S. Ct. 2080 (2018). Wayfair’s retroactive application has 
been widely discussed but was not at issue in the Washington cases.

15
See Findings of Fact 11, 14, 18, and 24.
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of each business’s presence.16 The decision also 
does not indicate whether these businesses could 
choose where to store inventory or where 
inventory must not be stored.17

The businesses raised many objections to their 
alleged tax liability, including that Amazon and 
its affiliates had structured their operations to 
isolate members of its group from tax exposure on 
the businesses’ sales and that the state was 
favoring Amazon and affiliates by not treating 
any of them as jointly liable (with the four 
businesses) for the uncollected use taxes. The 
board briefly addressed and dismissed those 
arguments.

For these smaller businesses, having to pay six 
figures in uncollected taxes (that is, taxes that they 
need not pay out of their own resources) and 30 to 
35 percent in interest and penalties had to be 
exceptionally painful. Further, the businesses’ 
apparent misapprehension regarding the 
consequences of having in-state inventory — 
which just a few years earlier might not have 
provoked a tax assessment — might result in 
painful consequences in other states as well.

Case observations:

1. Orthotic Shop Inc. and S&F Corporation 
jointly appealed the decision of the Board 
of Tax Appeals.18

2. The department might have been 
overconfident in arguing that the 
businesses’ due process claims were “[30] 
years out of date” (that is, because Quill 
rejected arguably comparable claims in 

1992 in analyzing tax presence under the 
U.S. Constitution’s due process clause 
(14th Amendment, section 1)). Jenson 
Online at 17. In fact, seven months before 
oral argument in these cases, Justice Elena 
Kagan (writing for the majority), Justice 
Samuel Alito (concurring), and Justices 
Neil M. Gorsuch and Clarence Thomas 
(concurring separately) all indicated 
concern that World War II era personal 
jurisdiction principles might not apply to 
e-commerce. Thus, contrary to the 
department’s assertion, these businesses’ 
(or other similarly situated businesses’) 
due process arguments might not be 30 
years late but precisely on time for a 
challenge to their alleged personal 
jurisdiction in the state of Washington.19

3. The substance-over-form concept that is 
so familiar in an income tax context tends 
to be much less important in sales and use 
tax contexts. Still, there are sales and use 
tax cases nationwide in which entity lines 
have been crossed with the result that an 
entity has been treated as acting as an 
agent or surrogate for its affiliates. These 
circumstances tend to involve tax presence 
and the establishment of a market within a 
state, but in concept they also might be 
significant in addressing the consequences 
of separating a business’s operations into 
separate but interdependent entities. 
Notably, there are instances in which 
variants of the unitary business principle 
have been applied to non-income taxes.20

4. Notwithstanding the observations 
above, it seems that the four businesses in 
the board’s decision were lulled into 
thinking that sales and use tax presence — 

16
For Blue Bargain Inc. and S&F Corp., the board made the vague 

statement that the companies had “a stock of goods in warehouses in 
Washington throughout the audit period” (Findings of Fact 15 and 19). 
For the other two businesses, the board could not make even those vague 
representations.

17
In Geoffrey Inc. v. South Carolina Tax Commission, 313 S.C. 15 (1993), 

the state supreme court held as significant in finding income tax 
presence a trademark owner’s unexercised ability to limit the states in 
which the trademarks were used (in that case, by an affiliate). This 
treatment is controversial, and in a much more recent case involving 
nonaffiliates, the unexercised ability to limit this use did not cause a 
remote entity to be treated as having personal jurisdiction (or tax 
presence) in Louisiana. Robinson v. Jeopardy Productions Inc., 2019 CA 
1095 (La. Ct. App. 1st Cir. 2020), writ denied, 308 So. 3d 1166 (2021). 
Applying these concepts to the Washington cases, if these four 
businesses could not control where and when Amazon moved their 
merchandise, it is difficult to accept as correct a tax presence decision 
that places weight on where the merchandise is located apart from the 
jurisdiction to which the goods were originally shipped.

18
Orthotic Shop Inc. and S&F Corp. vs. Washington Department of 

Revenue, Pet. For Jud. Review Sup. Ct. Thurston County (Apr. 28, 2022).

19
For more on this, see Ben Carmel, “After Ford: Personal Jurisdiction 

for E-Commerce Vendors,” Tax Notes State, Apr. 26, 2021, p. 397.
20

See, e.g., DTCT Inc. v. City of Chicago Department of Revenue, 407 Ill. 
App. 3d 945 (Ill. App. Ct. 2011) (involving Chicago’s employers expense 
tax (aka, the head tax)) and Reynolds Metals Company LLC v. Michigan 
Department of Treasury, Dkt. No. 30001 (Mich. Ct. App. Mar. 20, 2012) 
(unpublished) (involving Michigan’s single business tax and stating that: 
“While the unitary business principle is frequently applied to test the 
constitutionality of the apportionment of income-based taxes, no case 
has held that the unitary business principle is only applicable to income-
based taxes; nor would such a holding reasonably follow from the line of 
cases applying the unitary business principle.”).
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and a responsibility to collect taxes — is 
limited to “where we are based and 
maintain a physical presence.”21 This has 
never been correct.22 Also, it appears from 
testimony at the hearing that the 
businesses’ executives did not believe that 
the presence of inventory in a warehouse 
could create tax presence. A belief in a 
general rule of this sort, if that belief 
existed, was incorrect. And it seems 
unlikely that a state tax expert would have 
provided that general guidance. In the 
end, even if the businesses succeed on 
appeal, acting based on those mistaken 
beliefs will have proved costly.

Conclusion

All five of the businesses in these decisions 
learned lessons that often are relearned when tax 
planning fails. First, when businesses do not 
collect taxes from customers, they risk creating 
exposures that are both large and unnecessary. 
Therefore, a decision not to collect a transaction 
tax must be carefully considered and 
reconsidered, and an experienced state tax 
adviser often can recommend adjustments to 
activities, descriptions, or other circumstances to 
reduce the risk to the vendor. Second, reliance on 
industry practices or lay understandings can 
result in large liabilities going back many years 
and, potentially, in many states.

If a business believes that it might have under-
collected or under-remitted taxes, a state tax 
professional should be able to suggest approaches 
to reducing the consequences of the mistake. 
These might include client-anonymous 
negotiations with state tax officials, voluntary 
disclosure agreements, tax amnesties, or other 
methods of resolving the problem. 

21
See Jenson Online, Findings of Fact 13, 16, 22, and 26.

22
Certainly, it would be possible to string cite cases finding tax 

presence from contacts far less substantial than “where we are based and 
maintain a physical presence,” but doing so would serve no purpose. 
Rather, for present purposes it should suffice to cite Scripto Inc. v. Carson, 
362 U.S. 207 (1960), in which Florida tax presence was found from the in-
state presence of independent contractors attempting to generate sales 
for Scripto — a company based in Georgia.
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Unknown Unknowns: State Tax Hazards 
In Transaction Planning

by David Uri Ben Carmel

“There are known knowns; there are things we know 
we know. We also know there are known unknowns; 
that is to say we know there are some things we do not 
know. But there are also unknown unknowns — the 
ones we don’t know we don’t know. And if one looks 
throughout the history of our country and other free 
countries, it is the latter category that tends to be the 
difficult one.”
— U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld1

Experience reveals that transactions may be 
well into their structuring before an adviser is 
asked to carefully analyze tax considerations. 
Notably, this careful analysis often is limited to 
federal tax issues, with advisers explicitly or 
implicitly accepting responsibility for identifying 
state tax issues. Thus, one too often hears a 

comment from a federal adviser that he will 
contact a state tax expert “if he spots any state tax 
issues.”

Respectfully, that refrain has no place in tax 
planning, as state taxes are not merely federal 
taxes writ small. As is shown below, state and 
local landmines can be hidden in unexpected 
places.2 Serious missteps can occur because of the 
omission of expert state tax issue spotting and 
follow-up analyses — missteps that cannot be 
justified with state tax expertise so widely 
available.

A Classic Income Tax Scenario

Fact pattern. A business has been operating in 
a jurisdiction for many years. The business sells its 
operating assets, resulting in significant gain. 
Payment will be received over several years, and 
the business’s federal tax advisers and 
management accepted (did not elect out of) 
installment sale treatment under IRC section 453, 
allowing for the spreading of income taxes over 
those years. For state income tax purposes, these 
same advisers and decision-makers conclude that 
because the business is no longer actively 
conducting affairs in a jurisdiction, it should file a 
final tax return with that jurisdiction.

Expected result. By filing a final return in a 
state, the business’s installment gains reported 
federally in later periods will not be subject to 
income tax in that state.
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In this article, Ben 
Carmel explores some 

of the problems entities might run into when 
not planning for state and local tax issues and 
how expert analysis in federal tax matters may 
be insufficient to plan for and reduce state and 
local liabilities.

1
Defense Department news briefing, Feb. 12, 2002 (accessed Mar. 1, 

2022).

2
The transactions and tax reporting discussed in this article resulted 

in adverse, apparently unexpected, state and local tax consequences and 
demonstrate the need to obtain expert state tax guidance when planning 
a transaction. However, the cited decisions do not describe the tax 
planning conducted by the parties. Thus, it is beyond the scope of this 
article to critique the planning that occurred in any instance, and no 
critique is intended or implied.
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Actual result. By filing a final income tax 
return, the business accelerates the required 
reporting to the state of its installment income, 
causing it to owe income taxes in the state ahead 
of its federal reporting and, indeed, even before it 
receives the taxed payments.

The following are two recent instances of this 
scenario.

A. Gain on a Deemed Sale of Assets Under Section 
338

In Amarr,3 an S corporation operated 
throughout the United States. In November 2013 
the S corporation and its shareholders entered 
into an agreement to sell all the S corporation’s 
stock and to elect to treat the stock sale as an asset 
sale under section 338(h)(10). Payment was to 
occur in four annual installments, with the first 
installment being a fixed amount and the three 
subsequent installments being tied to growth in 
earnings before interest and taxes averaging at 
least 38.4 percent in the three years following the 
sale.

Under federal law, the 2013 stock sale and 
section 338(h)(10) election ended the S 
corporation’s tax year. For that short period, the S 
corporation filed a California tax return that it 
marked as its final return. The California 
Franchise Tax Board audited the return and 
concluded that, because it was a final return, all 
the gain must be accelerated into that short 
period. The taxpayers paid the assessed tax and 
filed refund claims, which the FTB denied.

The California Office of Tax Appeals (OTA) 
sustained the FTB’s denial of the refund claims. 
First, regarding the installment payment 
acceleration, the OTA cited Cal. Rev. and Tax 
Code section 24672(a), which state:

Where a taxpayer reports income arising 
from the sale or other disposition of 
property as provided in this article, and 
the entire income therefrom has not been 
reported prior to the year that the taxpayer 
ceases to be subject to [California 
corporation franchise tax] or [California 
corporation income tax], the unreported 

income shall be included in the measure of 
the tax for the last year in which the 
taxpayer is subject to the [corporation 
franchise tax or corporation income tax].

The OTA rejected the taxpayers’ claim that, 
although S corporation status was lost, the entity 
continued to exist as a C corporation. In doing so, 
the OTA cited Treasury reg. section 1.338(h)(10)-
1(d)(4)(i) and stated that “when an IRC section 
338(h)(10) election is made, the corporation is 
treated as if it sold its assets, liquidated, and 
ceased to exist.” The OTA continued by 
referencing the well-known precept that “while a 
taxpayer is free to organize its affairs as it chooses, 
nevertheless, once having done so, it must accept 
the tax consequences of its choice, whether 
contemplated or not, and may not enjoy the 
benefit of some other route it might have chosen 
to follow but did not.”4 The OTA therefore agreed 
with the FTB that the entirety of the installment 
sale income had to be reported in the year that the 
S corporation ceased being subject to California’s 
income and franchise taxes.5

B. Gain From Sale of Real Estate

1018 Morris Park6 involved a taxpayer’s 
liability for New York City’s general corporation 
tax (GCT). The taxpayer was formed in 1993 and 
on that day purchased two parcels of real 
property in New York City. On November 17, 
2009, it sold both of those parcels in an installment 
sale.7 Two months later, on January 27, 2010, the 
taxpayer filed a GCT return for the period ending 
November 30, 2009, which it marked as its final 
return.

3
Matter of Amarr Co. and Amarr Co. (C SGNF), 2022-OTA-041P (Cal. 

OTA Dec. 9, 2021, nonprecedential).

4
Notably, the company operated nationwide with more than 90 

percent of its sales outside of California. Therefore, it might have income 
acceleration issues in other jurisdictions as well.

5
This led to a disagreement between the parties over the proper 

measure of the taxpayers’ income. While this aspect of the decision is 
beyond the scope of this article, it involved the proper valuation of the 
installment sale in the year that the S corporation ceased to be subject to 
California taxes because the amounts of the three later payments were 
contingent on future results.

6
Matter of 1018 Morris Park Realty Inc., TAT(E) 14-4 (GC) (N.Y.C. Tax 

App. Trib. Aug. 7, 2017).
7
While the number of years over which the installments were to be 

paid is not disclosed in either 1018 Morris Park or in the administrative 
law judge determination from which it was appealed, the decisions note 
that installment payments were still being received in 2015. Matter of 
1018 Morris Park Realty Inc., TAT(H) 14-4(GC) (Dec. 5, 2016).
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The GCT return that was marked final 
reported the installment payment received in 
November 2009. This payment was 3 percent of 
the total installment payments to be received. The 
remaining 97 percent of the installment payments 
were to be made after the taxpayer terminated its 
New York City contacts and were not reported in 
later years as being subject to the GCT.

In November 2012 the New York City 
Department of Finance (DOF) assessed GCT 
against the taxpayer by taxing in tax year 2009 the 
other 97 percent of the installment gain. In 2013 
the taxpayer filed an amended 2009 GCT return 
removing the “final” designation. In 2014 and 
2015 the taxpayer had monthly deposits in an 
account in a bank located in the Bronx, but there is 
no indication that after 2009 it owned or leased 
property in New York City or maintained an 
office there. Moreover, despite the 2009 amended 
return and 2014 and 2015 bank activity, the 
taxpayer did not file GCT returns for 2010, 2011, 
or any later periods.

Administrative Code section 11-602.8(d) 
allows the commissioner of finance to disregard 
the taxpayer’s method of accounting if that 
method results in an understatement of income 
subject to GCT. Moreover, state regulations 
applicable to the comparable state tax contain an 
example relating to a foreign corporation’s gain 
on an installment sale and provides that, if the 
taxpayer concludes its New York activity in the 
year of an installment sale, all unreported gains 
on the sale must be accelerated into the year of the 
sale.8 Further, the tribunal — citing letter rulings 
and other DOF guidance from the 1990s, 1980s, 
and 1970s — observed that “longstanding 
published statements of [DOF] policy also 
provide that the installment method of 
accounting should be disregarded when a 
corporation files a final return and ceases to do 
business in the City after selling its assets in an 
installment sale.”

Finally, the taxpayer’s assertion that its 
monthly bank deposits in 2014 and 2015 
demonstrated that it was conducting business in 
the city in the years after the installment sale ran 
headlong into a DOF regulation stating precisely 

the opposite. That is, the regulation states that 
maintenance of cash balances with banks in New 
York City shall not cause a corporation to be 
deemed to be doing business there.9 Therefore, 
without more, the deposits were insufficient to 
support the taxpayer’s claim that it was 
conducting business in New York City. In sum, 
the taxpayer was left with the undesirable 
consequence of a final GCT return: All of its gain 
was accelerated into 2009.

Sales and Use Tax Scenarios

The possibilities for stepping on sales and use 
tax landmines are all but ubiquitous. 
Fundamentally, retailers must identify the most 
likely characterization of the goods or services 
they sell. Further, if what is being sold are services 
or digital goods, one must look deeper at the laws 
of the jurisdictions in which the services or digital 
goods are sold or used to determine taxability. 
Again, these are tasks requiring multistate 
expertise.

Secondarily, businesses selling their operating 
assets potentially generate significant sales tax 
liabilities, unless the sale qualifies for an 
occasional sale or other exemption. 
Unfortunately, the laws here vary greatly among 
the states, and it is easy to misread the controlling 
language in laws and regulations. Also, the actual 
application of potentially relevant exemptions can 
be generous or cramped depending on the 
interpretations of tax administrators.

The District of Columbia and Texas 
demonstrate the range of potential occasional sale 
treatments. District law provides an exemption 
for an occasional sale of operating assets by “a 
vendor who is not regularly engaged in the 
business of making sales at retail.”10 Thus, the 
exemption does not apply to “a sale of the entire 
operating assets of a business or of a separate 
division, branch, or identifiable segment of a 
business where the sale is by a vendor who is 
regularly engaged in the business of making sales 
at retail.”11

8
20 NYCRR section 3-2.8, example 2.

9
19 RCNY section 11-04(c)(1).

10
D.C. Code Ann. section 47-2005(7)(A).

11
D.C. Muni. regs. 402.1(d).
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In contrast, Texas law generally exempts “the 
sale of the entire operating assets of a business or 
of a separate division, branch, or identifiable 
segment of a business.”12

Other states allow nontaxable occasional 
treatments at a variety of intermediate points, 
which makes expert planning assistance 
necessary to qualify for these exemptions. For 
this, there might be no better example than the 
2019 Wyoming Supreme Court decision in Delcon 
Partners.13

Wyoming law allows for nontaxable 
treatment of some retail sales of a business’s assets 
as follows:

“Sale” means any transfer of title or 
possession in this state for a consideration 
. . . but excluding an exchange or transfer 
of tangible personal property upon which 
the seller or lessor has directly or 
indirectly paid sales or use tax incidental 
to: . . .

(N) The sale of a business entity when sold 
to a purchaser of all or not less than eighty 
percent (80 percent) of the value of all of 
the assets which are located in this state of 
the business entity when the purchaser 
continues to use the tangible personal 
property in the operation of an ongoing 
business entity in this state.14

Delcon purchased 100 percent of the target 
business’s tangible assets located in Wyoming15 
and more than 80 percent of all its tangible 
assets.16 Delcon, however, did not purchase the 
seller’s cash or checking accounts (which were 
sitused to Wyoming), nor did it purchase the 

seller’s accounts receivable (which were also 
apparently sitused to Wyoming).

Wyoming sales tax is not imposed on the sale 
of any of these intangibles, and all cash and cash 
equivalents would be expected to sell at 100 
percent of their face amount (except for accounts 
receivable that presumably would be discounted 
because of the need to wait for payment and 
possibility of nonpayment). Therefore, it might 
have been presumed that purchasing cash and 
cash equivalents would be irrelevant to 
determining whether a purchase of tangible 
personal property was nontaxable under 
Wyoming law.

However, according to Wyoming’s highest 
court, State Board of Equalization, and 
Department of Revenue, that presumption is 
incorrect. Read literally, the sales tax exemption 
can be understood as requiring consideration of 
sales or non-sales of intangibles sitused to 
Wyoming in evaluating the applicability of the 
exemption.

Applying section 39-15-101(a)(vii)(N), the 
court held that exemption from sales tax required 
the purchase of not less than 80 percent of “all of 
the assets which are located in” Wyoming — 
which in this case included the seller’s cash and 
cash equivalents. The court stated that “section 
39-15-101(a)(vii)(N) does not differentiate 
between tangible and intangible assets. We will 
not add that language in the guise of statutory 
interpretation” (citations omitted).17

12
Texas Tax Code Ann. section 151.304(b)(2).

13
Delcon Partners LLC v. Wyoming Department of Revenue, 2019 WY 106 

(Oct. 21, 2019) aff’g Matter of the Appeal of Delcon Partners LLC from a 
Decision of the Department of Revenue, 2018-30 (Wy. BOE Jan. 18, 2019).

14
WY Stat. Ann. section 39-15-101(a)(vii)(N).

15
The State Board of Equalization decision at para. 8 states: “The 

assets Delcon bought from Seller included ‘equipment, vehicles, 
furniture, fixtures, leases and contracts, inventory, intellectual property, 
software, post-closing accounts receivable, and goodwill.’ (Id. at para. 8). 
Seller owned other Wyoming assets (all of which were intangible) worth 
$3,010,602 that it did not sell to Delcon” (emphasis added).

16
The State Board of Equalization at para. 14 decision states: “Delcon 

urges us to interpret Subparagraph (N) to require a purchase of 80 
percent of a seller’s tangible personal property rather than a purchase of 80 
percent of a seller’s total Wyoming assets” (emphasis in original).

17
This article includes a discussion of Delcon Partners solely to 

demonstrate the hazards of state tax transaction planning. However, this 
does not indicate agreement with the Wyoming Supreme Court’s 
analysis, which does not appear to take seriously the idea that 
limitations on the availability of tax categorizations must be relevant to 
the categorization or another legitimate state interest. Significantly, 
Delcon Partners contains no justification for why the Legislature would 
have desired this result. Rather, we apparently are expected to accept 
that the Legislature arbitrarily mandated the purchase of cash (an 
otherwise meaningless occurrence for sales tax purposes) so that a 
purchase of tangible assets can qualify for a sales tax exemption. 
Respectfully, this analysis is questionable. In contrast, other courts have 
required states to provide meaningful justifications for alleged statutory 
requirements when no such justifications are apparent. For an excellent 
example, see the Illinois Supreme Court’s decision in Searle 
Pharmaceuticals Inc. v. Department of Revenue, 117 Ill. 2d 454 (1987), in 
which the court analyzed the state constitution’s uniformity clause and 
rejected as arbitrary a proffered justification for a tax treatment: “There 
is no real and substantial difference between the two classes of 
corporations that is rationally related to the stated objective of reducing 
the number of amended returns that must be processed. The same 
objective could be achieved by denying corporations the right to carry 
the loss back based on any number of arbitrary considerations such as 
corporations having their offices in certain geographical areas, or 
corporations whose names start with certain letters of the alphabet.”
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Will Federal Tax Planning Be Respected?

There appears to be a widespread 
misimpression that states and localities must 
respect a business’s legitimate federal income tax 
planning. However, much to the contrary, 
subnational departments of revenue generally 
have a right to review income tax planning to 
determine whether it satisfies their jurisdiction’s 
requirements. Here, two items bear noting.

First, because the members of a state income 
tax reporting group are seldom identical to the 
members of a federal consolidated group, states 
are on alert for affiliate tax planning that, in their 
opinion, improperly increases deductions 
sourced to the state or improperly decreases 
income sourced to the state. Separate reporting 
states are especially attuned to this possibility. 
Second, state tax reduction might be a satisfactory 
justification for federal income tax planning, but it 
generally is not a satisfactory justification for state 
tax planning — even if the taxpayer demonstrates 
that the state conducting an audit was not a target 
of the planning.

States and localities also may review — and 
might reject — federally permitted income tax 
reduction arrangements. For example, in a recent 
New York City administrative decision now on 
appeal, the city and taxpayer disputed the 
unincorporated business tax (UBT) consequences 
of a taxpayer’s use of a federally recognized 
domestic international sales corporation (DISC).18 
In Skidmore, the taxpayer was a partnership 
subject to UBT. The taxpayer’s partners 
established a DISC in conformity with federal law, 
and the relationships and activities involving the 
DISC apparently conformed to federal law.

Although the DISC had no employees, the 
taxpayer paid it some $17 million in commissions 
over two years for services the DISC was deemed 
by federal law to have performed. The 
administrative law judge said that “the parties 
agree that the DISC is a federally authorized 
fiction, in which payments are made for deemed 
services which are not actually performed.” The 
DISC did not file any New York City tax returns.

The DOF disallowed deductions for almost all 
the taxpayer’s commission payments to the DISC, 
asserting that under the UBT, deductions for 
payments to partners for services or the use of 
capital are capped at $10,000 per partner 
annually.19

At issue was whether the DISC should be 
treated as an entity distinct from its owners, each 
of whom was a partner in the taxpayer. If that 
distinction was respected, the taxpayer’s 
payments to the DISC would not be subject to the 
limitation on the deductibility of payments to 
partners. But if payments to the DISC were 
treated as payments to its partners (that is, 
effectively ignoring the federal tax treatment of 
the DISC), the UBT’s deductibility limitation 
would apply. The ALJ ruled in the DOF’s favor, 
finding that the economic substance of payments 
to the DISC for deemed but not actual services 
was really a payment to the partners individually 
for their services or the use of their capital.

In language that supports this article’s 
premise, the ALJ concluded:

Petitioner uses [a case] to argue that “[i]n 
the absence of any such express 
modification, federal conformity requires 
that Petitioner be allowed the UBT 
deduction claimed in respect of the 
Commissions paid to S-DISC.” 
(Petitioner’s Surreply at p. 6.) . . . [That 
case] is not controlling here. Federal 
taxable income is the starting point for 
computing UBT taxable income. The issue 
here is whether there is a provision that 
requires the commissions to be added 
back in computing UBT. In this case, there 
is such a provision because, as explained 
above, when the economic substance is 
analyzed, the payments are to partners or 
for their benefit. [Citations omitted.]

Conclusion

State and local taxes involve issue spotting 
and follow-up analyses that require multistate 
expertise, which now is widely available. The 
business activity tax and transaction tax examples 

18
Matter of the Petition of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP, TAT(H)17-

21(UB) (July 30, 2021).
19

NYC Admin. Code sections 11-507(3) and 11-509(a).
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presented are surrogates for the unnecessary 
issues encountered after the fact by state tax 
auditors and practitioners. Other areas of 
complexity that require state tax expertise 
include:

• knowing whether tax presence might be 
transferred from one affiliate to another;

• knowing whether in-state contacts might be 
accumulated among remote affiliates to 
create tax presence for all the affiliates, even 
though tax presence would not exist 
separately;

• understanding how affiliates will be treated 
in different states for business activities tax 
purposes;

• suggesting factor-planning possibilities;
• knowing whether transfers between 

affiliates will be subject to transaction taxes;
• suggesting transaction tweaks that can 

reduce sales tax exposures; and
• knowing whether acceptable federal tax 

planning will trigger state tax challenges.

The challenges presented by subnational 
taxation mean that federal tax advisers can no 
longer declare — without fear of triggering 
professional liability exposure — that “if I notice a 
state tax issue, I will request the assistance of a 
state tax expert.” That approach makes no more 
sense than having a state tax planner make the 
same claim about federal tax issues. These are 
separate areas of expertise, each of which requires 
expert attention. 
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Source: Daily Tax Report: News Archive > 2011 > March > 03/03/2011 > BNA Insights > Dispute

Resolution: Nonlitigated Resolutions of Multistate Tax Disputes: Three Case Studies Show How

Taxpayers, States Can Find Common Ground

42 DTR J-1

Dispute Resolution

Litigating tax disputes can be expensive, and the costs are not always

measured in amounts paid to outside counsel. A tax case can consume

valuable internal resources as a company works with counsel to answer

discovery, prepare for depositions, hearings, or trial, and, quite often,

prepare or respond to an appeal. Many disputes, however, can be resolved

without resorting to a lawsuit or filing an administrative protest. In this

article, author David Fruchtman, of Horwood Marcus & Berk Chartered, uses

three case studies to explain how taxpayers can effectively apply alternative

approaches to resolving disputes.

Dispute Resolution

Nonlitigated Resolutions of Multistate Tax Disputes:

Three Case Studies Show How Taxpayers, States Can Find Common

Ground

By David A. Fruchtman

David A. Fruchtman is of counsel with Horwood Marcus & Berk Chartered. He can be reached

at dfruchtman@hmblaw.com.

At some point, almost every multistate business will find itself pregnant with a potential state

tax dispute.

The potential dispute is often based on the business's strategic planning but it can also be the

result of a simple tax reporting mistake. Other times, the dispute is based on a new or

different interpretation of the law than the states' revenue departments decide to take. As

businesses always prefer to conduct their affairs unimpeded by state revenue departments,

many businesses will continue to rely on their unproven interpretation, implicitly or explicitly

intending to defend themselves in litigation if their position is challenged.
1

1
In this article “litigation”refers to all contested tax matters, whether in an

administrative proceeding or in a court of law. While the case studies below involve

potential assessments, the advantages of avoiding litigation extend to refund claims

as well.
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“When will mankind be convinced and

agree to settle their difficulties by

arbitration?”

Benjamin Franklin

However, when the interpretation involves a repeat transaction—for example, the taxability for

sales and use tax purposes of the sale of the business's goods or services—the financial risk of

an ever-rising exposure for uncollected and/or unpaid taxes can overwhelm even strongly held

beliefs in nontaxability.

Further, state information-sharing arrangements can cause an isolated dispute to spread to

other tax jurisdictions. This is even more likely when a legal decision is rendered, whether the

case was won or lost, as a published decision in one jurisdiction can lead to audits in other

jurisdictions.

In such circumstances, many businesses will desire a quicker, quieter, and more predictable

resolution than is obtainable in litigation. This article describes some methods practitioners

can use to resolve tax disputes without litigation.

Reasons to Avoid Litigation

Litigation is expensive, sometimes very

expensive. At its most obvious, tax litigation

requires paying lawyers at hourly rates that

reflect their expertise in two areas—litigation and

the technicalities of taxation. In most

circumstances, one lawyer is not proficient in

both areas, meaning that the business has to pay at least two lawyers. This is especially true

when litigation enters the discovery phase and at all points thereafter, which also is a time

when expert witness fees might be incurred.

Litigation also creates substantial internal costs. These include the value of time spent

strategizing with counsel, preparing timelines and factual backgrounds, reviewing draft

documents, answering discovery, preparing for and being deposed, preparing for hearing or

trial, attending the hearing or trial, and assisting on appeals (whether as the appellant or

appellee).

Litigation involves nonfinancial costs as well, starting with the emotional energy it absorbs as

a case winds it way through its life cycle. In addition, many businesses do not want any

publicity regarding their tax situation, a position that is jeopardized when a dispute enters the

courts. Furthermore, negative publicity from a loss can create unpleasant effects lasting well

after the state revenue department deposits the business's check for tax, interest, and

penalties. In some circumstances, this can be true even from a litigated win.
2

2
The author received a first-rate education in this when he was tax counsel in a

dispute involving a large, newly constructed, industrial facility. Efforts to resolve the

matter through negotiation were checked at every step by litigious counsel for the

tax authority. With no alternative, the dispute entered the courthouse and led to the

issuance of a temporary restraining order against the authority. This, in turn, led to

an expedited discovery schedule and a successful conclusion to the matter, with the

possibility of further gains. However, rather than press its advantage, the business

worked again and again to reach a resolution with the tax authority and its counsel.

The vice president of finances explained that the bigger picture needs of the business

mandated these repeated attempts at resolution. As he explained, “We are here for

the long term. I need a good relationship with the community so that my trucks will

have access to the facility, for future zoning issues, and for other future business

needs.”

Adding the risks of adverse decisions to these external and internal costs should make any

vice president of taxes hesitant to begin a formal dispute. It is therefore important that these

officers are able to tell other senior management that they made their best effort at resolving
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a dispute before it matured into a case. This is especially true when confronting litigation in

multiple jurisdictions.

Three Case Studies

Three case studies drawn from real world experiences demonstrate how these situations might

arise and will be used below to demonstrate how the situations can be addressed. Each of

these circumstances could have resulted in litigation:

•Case Study No. 1. Corporation A is a start-up business selling a new product of

uncertain sales taxability. Due to internal confusion, Corporation A began collecting

sales taxes even though it was not registered to do so with any state. It never

remitted the collected taxes. Corporation A never believed that the money belonged

to it and never took the collected funds into revenue. Rather, the company's

bookkeeper continued to receive collected taxes, retaining the money in a separate

bank account while debiting a contra-asset account on the company's financial

records. These practices quickly became routine within Corporation A, and were not

reviewed for several years.

•Case Study No. 2. Corporation B is a large business with a sophisticated tax

department. The corporation performed one of several variations of a cutting-edge

service. The service was sold across the country but did not fit cleanly into any

category of service that is subject to sales tax. Corporation B and other businesses

in this industry were aware that, as a general principle, services are not subject to

state sales taxes. Therefore, the businesses (including Corporation B) consistently

treated such sales as nontaxable. However, when several jurisdictions contended

that a variant of the service is taxable, Corporation B's senior management became

concerned that its service would be challenged as well. The corporation's

management therefore instructed its tax department to eliminate the company's

historic exposure for unpaid sales taxes and to treat the sales as taxable going

forward.

•Case Study No. 3. Limited Liability Company C is a small Canadian business that

was beginning its initial entry into the U.S. market. In making its entry, its entire

focus was on increasing its sales. LLC C did not know whether its sales were taxable

but, given its small size and insubstantial revenue stream, it did not engage a tax

adviser to evaluate the taxability of its sales across the country. Rather, it did not

collect any sales taxes on its sales and did not file income tax returns outside of the

state of its U.S. headquarters. Over several years, LLC C's sales grew, as did the

size of its sales tax exposures. (The company had losses for income tax purposes.)

Attitude Comes First

The first step toward reaching a nonlitigated resolution sounds obvious but in truth needs to

be addressed directly: The business's tax managers and outside counsel must want to reach a

nonlitigated resolution. They must become comfortable with the reality that a nonlitigated

resolution will cost something.

Attitude also refers to the approaches taken with state revenue departments. There is no one

correct approach, and most lawyers use different approaches depending on the situation. But

central to all approaches is respect for the intellect and authority of revenue department

personnel.

This by no means suggests being a supplicant. Both in-house tax professionals and outside tax

advisers are paid to be advocates and are expected always to have the business's best interest

in mind. But that best interest might require abandoning attempts to reach the lowest “dollars

and cents”resolution on the discrete issue at hand and instead working with state personnel
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to find the best solution for both sides. This requires the attorney to consider the state's

interest as well as his client's interest.
3

3
Of course, outside counsel can do this only to the extent that he or she knows the

state's interests. Revenue departments, like business clients, might have incentives

or limitations affecting the resolutions they are prepared to consider. But unlike the

attorney's clients, revenue departments will not disclose these to the client's lawyer.

For example, the author attempted to negotiate a resolution of an income tax

dispute involving the application of a technical area of a state's law. Efforts to

address this directly were made difficult by the state official's apparent inability to

appreciate the “apples to oranges”approach she was requiring. The author sought a

fresh perspective from one of his colleagues as to the cause of the state official's

confusion, but with no better success. The author subsequently learned that other

taxpayers were reaching the same obstacle with the state. The problem, therefore,

was not an inability to explain the issue; nor did the problem arise from the state

official's inability to appreciate the issue. Rather, the state had adopted a policy that

it chose not to disclose and that no amount of reasoning from a taxpayer's advocate

was going to change. In such a circumstance, the lawyer must explore other routes

to a nonlitigated resolution.

Attitude also involves creativity and flexibility in exploring possible mixes of solutions.

Multijurisdictional issues in particular are likely to require more than one type of solution.

The good news here is that many senior personnel within state revenue departments are

prepared to take the same approach to building bridges. However, it is important to recall that

the taxpayer bears the burden of designing possible solutions.

Many Paths to Reaching
A Nonlitigated Resolution

State tax practitioners must be aware of the many formal and informal methods of dispute

resolution. This article will describe many of these through a discussion of the case studies.

(Minor factual adjustments have been made to protect client confidentiality.)

Case Study No. 1

In Case Study No. 1, Corporation A had stumbled into one of the true cardinal sins of state

taxation. In states across the country, collecting but knowingly failing to remit sales or use

taxes can be treated as a crime. State revenue departments publicize, for in terrorum effect,

successful prosecutions of proprietors who engage in such conduct.

So, while Corporation A's failure to remit taxes was accidental, it was not expected that the

states were going to accept that claim easily, nor was it expected that the states would excuse

Corporation A's conduct without imposing substantial penalties.

Corporation A's first step was to stop the improper conduct. This is a direct application of the

“Law of Holes,”which teaches that “the first step in getting out a hole is to stop digging.”Here

that was a two-step process: First, Corporation A had to stop collecting taxes without making

remittances. Second, Corporation A had to disgorge its improperly retained taxes. Thus, its

choices were to either:

•register with states immediately and continue to collect and remit taxes while

determining whether its sales are taxable; or

•stop collecting tax and work quickly to remit taxes to the states, and then to

determine whether the sales are taxable.

The downside of the former approach was substantial, as the corporation would have had to
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Counsel should initiate contact with the

relevant state and local jurisdictions as

quickly as possible so that the business is

making the first communication about the

problem.

identify itself and leave itself largely unprotected from the states' punishments. The downside

of the latter approach was that, until Corporation A received guidance from counsel or the

states, it was implicitly treating its sales as being nontaxable, and accepting upon itself a

liability for state sales taxes that it otherwise could have collected from its customers.

Corporation A chose the latter approach. It therefore halted its sales tax collections while its

counsel contacted the states to make remittances on a taxpayer anonymous basis.

The first step was to identify states having open or upcoming amnesty programs. Participation

in these generally is an excellent solution to the problem of improperly collected taxes. The

programs, however, come with at least one notable downside—namely, the information-

sharing agreements the amnesty states have with other jurisdictions create a risk that the

business's identity will be disclosed to those other jurisdictions.

As protection against such information-sharing agreements, taxpayers sometimes request

assurances from the amnesty jurisdiction that the jurisdiction will not offer its name to other

taxing bodies, an assurance that is sometimes provided. A taxpayer receiving such an

assurance should have the time it needs to contact the other states before the states contact

it.

This, too, highlights an important strategy for a business in Corporation A's predicament:

Counsel should initiate contact with the relevant state and local jurisdictions as quickly as

possible so that the business is making the first communication (i.e., a voluntary

communication) about the problem.

At the same time that the amnesty states were being contacted, Corporation A needed to

contact the remaining states. Because so many states were involved, counsel sought a

method of streamlining the remittance process. Counsel therefore contacted the Multistate Tax

Commission (MTC), and proposed an atypical application of the MTC's multistate voluntary

disclosure program.

The desired arrangement was atypical because,

unlike a voluntary disclosure in which the

taxpayer's identity is always disclosed when an

agreement is reached, here the business's

identity would not be disclosed. Further, there

would be no signed voluntary disclosure

agreement and payment of back taxes would be

made by checks issued by the law firm.

The arrangement involved several telephone discussions with a representative of the MTC,

followed by a letter from counsel explaining the circumstances that led to the business's

collection but nonremittance of sales taxes. The letter also contained an offer to anonymously

remit taxes and interest through the business's counsel. The letter, while addressed to the

MTC representative, was actually intended for the MTC's participating states.

Corporation A did not request anything further of the states except that they accept the

money. It was aware of the risk that a state might contact it later, in which case the state

would not have a record of a remittance from the corporation. However, the corporation

concluded that proving remittance should be possible by demonstrating that its counsel

remitted the taxes and, in all events, continued to believe that the downside of disclosing its

identity was greater than the downside of remaining anonymous.

The arrangement with the MTC worked as desired. Some states required additional attention,

usually a need to talk through what was being offered to become comfortable that accepting

the funds would not cause the state to forfeit any rights. However, in short order Corporation

A had remitted its collected taxes to the MTC states as well as to the amnesty states.
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Local jurisdictions were generally more

challenging because of difficulty

identifying the parties who could agree to

such arrangements.

Other states had to be contacted directly. Once the taxes were remitted, Corporation A and its

counsel thereafter obtained state determinations regarding the taxability of the corporation's

sales (taxable in some states; nontaxable in others).

Case Study No. 2

Case Study No. 2 presents the most straightforward circumstances of the three case studies.

Corporation B made an informed and defensible decision not to collect sales tax on its sales. It

maintained that position in good faith for between six and 15 years, but when several states

challenged a competitor's sales tax treatment of a similar service, Corporation B decided to

take a new approach.

Rather than risk incurring the litigation costs described above, Corporation B sought to

become compliant with the states' and local tax jurisdictions' desired treatments. To do so, it

began a national voluntary disclosure process, offering through counsel to begin collecting the

jurisdictions' taxes in exchange for the jurisdictions' agreement not to assess taxes for prior

periods.

Most of the states understood the issue and

responded quickly. Several states agreed with the

taxpayer that there was a good argument that its

sales were nontaxable, and accepted prospective

treatment. Another state agreed with the

taxpayer that its sales probably were not taxable

and therefore refused to enter into a prospective voluntary agreement. Instead, it referred the

matter to its tax policy group, which issued a letter ruling holding that the sales were not

taxable. Most other states required payment of two to three years' back taxes plus interest,

with waiver of penalties.

Local jurisdictions were generally more challenging because of difficulty identifying the parties

who could agree to such arrangements. Even after that person was identified, there remained

the sometimes formidable task of persuading them that voluntary disclosure agreements were

an accepted practice. Taxpayers needing to negotiate voluntary disclosure agreements with

local tax authorities should anticipate that the process will take longer than the same

negotiation would take with a state.

In the end, Corporation B's legal bills were a fraction of its contemporaries' (which continued

to climb) and its sales tax payments made in resolving its multistate issue were much less

than its potential exposure. And, after the conclusion of its compliance project, it no longer

had an exposure for uncollected and unpaid back taxes, while its customers were continuing to

purchase its service despite the imposition of sales taxes.

Case Study No. 3

LLC C presents an additional factor to the discussion above—namely, continuing uncertainty

regarding the characterization of its product as being a type of manufacturing equipment. If

the product was manufacturing equipment, many states would treat the sale of the product as

nontaxable. But if the product was not manufacturing equipment, many states would treat the

sale as taxable unless another exemption applied to the sale.

While LLC C was beyond the start-up phase of its U.S. activities, it was in no position to pay

for rulings in 40, 30, or even 20 states. It therefore identified the six states where the amount

of its sales were greatest and began the process of requesting rulings from those states. It

received a very quick but negative response from one state. The state provided a formal

appeal process but, before LLC C filed an appeal, it determined that several of its other

selected states used the same definition as the first state.

LLC C thereafter determined that the relevant definition was contained in the Streamlined
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“Even peace may be purchased at too

high a price.”

Sales and Use Tax Agreement. In such a situation, where the issue involves the interpretation

of a sales tax definition, the taxpayer can petition the Streamlined Sales Tax Governing Board

for a ruling. If the governing board agrees to issue the ruling, its determination must be

followed by all member states and all states waiting to become members of the governing

board.
4

At the time that LLC C sought its ruling, there were more than 20 such states.

4
A state that does not follow the determination can be held noncompliant and

required to come into compliance or risk a variety of sanctions.

Requesting a ruling from the governing board meant—if the board exercised its discretion to

consider the issue—that LLC C could obtain one ruling applicable to more than 20 states. The

board agreed to consider the issue on an expedited basis. Several months later, LLC C

received its desired ruling, which was binding on all member and associated states, including

the state that had previously issued an adverse ruling.
5

5
Notably, the receipt of a requested definition does not assure that the item will be

nontaxable when sold. The Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement is designed to

provide uniform sales tax definitions; however, participating states are able to treat

the sale of any item as being taxable or nontaxable as they deem appropriate. In LLC

C's circumstance, some 16 states provided exempt or other favorable tax treatments

to the sale of the item that was the subject of LLC C's inquiry.

Of the remaining states, there were a handful meriting individualized attention; in the

remainder, LLC C conducted its best possible analysis of taxability, erring on the side of

collecting tax.

When it concluded the project, LLC C established the sales taxability of its product without

unduly exposing itself to assessments for uncollected taxes and without spending any

resources on contested appeals or litigation.

Income Tax Concerns

In the author's experience, multistate income tax issues that can be resolved in a consolidated

effort are less common than sales tax issues.

By way of example, while issues involving tax presence, anti-passive investment company

legislation (denying deductions for interest and royalty payments to affiliates), and income

sourcing often affect the taxpayer in more than one state, they are fact-specific and generally

must be resolved on a state-by-state basis. Fortunately, many of the same approaches

described above are available for taxpayers seeking nonlitigated resolutions.

Moreover, if the taxpayer and its counsel are motivated, the complexity of these issues also

presents settlement opportunities.

An important step is to determine whether the issue affects one period or several periods.

Where several periods are affected, there is often an opportunity for splitting the open periods

on a principled basis so that both the taxpayer and the state can claim victory.

Even at the audit level, where auditors often claim an inability to reach negotiated resolutions,

experience has shown that auditors often are willing to involve senior personnel to conclude

complex issues if doing so will result in an agreed audit.

When All Else Fails

The analysis above describes the application of a

variety of approaches for avoiding litigation.

There are other methods as well. But by far, the
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Benjamin Franklin most important element to reaching a

nonlitigated resolution is an attitude that makes

working with tax jurisdictions a high priority.

The second most important is having the creativity to find a solution that is acceptable to both

parties, recognizing that other elements of a settlement might be as important as dollars paid.

However, there remain circumstances where settlement is not possible. This can occur when

the tax jurisdiction wants an answer to a question and uses the taxpayer's circumstance as a

test case. And it can occur when a tax jurisdiction simply rejects the taxpayer's positions and

refuses settlement or is willing to settle only on terms the taxpayer finds unacceptable.

Here, the only nonlitigated resolution is to accede to the tax jurisdiction's demands. For any of

a number of reasons the taxpayer might decline to do so, in which case litigation is necessary.

When this occurs, the tax manager, having attempted several approaches to achieving a

nonlitigated resolution, should report those efforts to management.

Thus informed, management will know that the expense of litigation was unavoidable and also

will be aware of the approaches to resolution already attempted. This latter consideration is

important, as settlement is possible at every stage of litigation.

Conclusion

Experience has shown that state and local tax litigation is expensive and often unnecessary.

Taxpayers that are willing to use a mix of available resources can often eliminate multistate

tax exposures without incurring penalties and without exposing their business to unwanted

publicity.

Likewise, taxpayers that are prepared to work cooperatively with state and local revenue

departments will often find the departments receptive to the overtures, so that a mutually

satisfactory resolution is obtainable.

Essential to all of these efforts is in-house personnel and tax counsel who are committed to

reaching such nonlitigated resolutions.

Contact us at http://www.bna.com/contact/index.html or call 1-800-372-1033
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